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Subtidal sea level fluctuations in the Sea of Marmara, their interactions with neighbouring seas (Black Sea and
Aegean) and relations to wind forcing were examined over a thr ee-year (1992-1994 ) period. Although the dominant
sea level fluctuat ions occurred at time scales greater than 10 days, there are shorter period fluctuations occurring
between 3-8 days. Subtidal sea levels for Sea of Marmara are highly coherent for all subtidal frequencies. There is
no cross coherency for periods greate r than 2.5 days between Sea of Marmara and Black Sea, while there are some
coherent fluctuations in subtidal band between Sea of Marmara and the Aegean Sea. Local wind forcing is important
for the Sea of Marmara and most of the sea level change is driven by NE-SW wind for Erdek and Fenerbahce. However,
at longer time scales, nonlocal contribution is important.
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INTRO DUCTION
Th e Sea of Marmara (SOM) is a s ma ll in land sea connec te d
to th e Black Sea a nd Aegean Sea through two narrow, lon g
a nd elonga ted st rai ts of Istanbul (Bosphoru s) and Canakkale
(Da rd an elles ) (Fi gure 1). It was shown by recent studies th at
th e SOM is compl et ely isolated from the Black Sea for tidal
oscilla ti ons whil e th e tid al influence of the Aegean Sea is only
limited to the Marmara exit of th e Strait of Canakkale (SOC)
(YOCE, 1986 , 199 1, 1993, 1994). Inv erse water level variation
between northern a nd sout he rn parts of th e SOM at daily
a nd long term sca les was a rgue d (YOCE, 1994 ) but furt he r
in vestigations showed th at th e data for that period were erronous ly sampled. Th e chara cteristics of water level variation s in the SOM a nd its interactions with th e Northern Aegea n Sea have been st udied by V O C E and ALPAR (1996 ). It
was shown that sout hwes te rn SOM co-oscillates with th e
northe as tern Aegean Sea . Th e pr es ent paper des crib es low
fre que ncy sea level fluctuations in the SOM , th eir interact ions with neighb oring seas a nd their rel ations with wind
forcin g. Cohere nt sea level va riat ions betw een Fen erb ah ce
a nd Erdek will be invest iga te d.

DATA AND ANALYSIS
Sea levels a re routine ly monitored at Erdek with a mecha nical R. Fu ess st illing well typ e permanent tid e ga uge by
t he Gen eral Comma nd of Mapping. A mechanical OTT float
9.'1041 receiced 12 April 1993; accepted in recision 29 April 1996.

type temporary sea level sta ti on a t Fenerbahce is operat ed
by Department of Na vigation , Hydrography and Oceanography (Figure 1). Sea level inv esti gations are ba sed on data
collect ed between 1987-1994 for Erdek and 1992-1994 for
Fen erbahce on th e coast of SOM. Th e vert ica l datum planes
for th ese tidal proj ecti ons a re a rbit ra ry at each of the recording sites.
Original hourly-s ampled data were low-pass filtered by using A2 25 A2.J( 25 2X 24) GODIN (1970 ) tid e-killing filter to remove diurnal, semi-diurnal a nd high -frequency fluctuations .
Low-pass filtered record s were th en res ampled to a 4-h interv al (F igu re 2). Subtidal sea level data were then a djus te d
by simply a ddi ng th e a ir pressure.
Surface barometric pr essure, wind speed and dir ection
were obtained for Gozt epe a nd Bandirma meteorological sta tion s over th e sa me period (Figu re 1). Data were lowpass filtered and resampled to a 4-hr inte rva l. Wind components and
wind st ress components, which were computed from th e wind
field from usu al qu adratic law using a drag coefficient of 2.5
X 10- 3 , were th en lowpass filtered and re sampled to a 4-hr
interval (Figure 2 ). Thi s ca lcula tion provides a relative measure to quantify th e effects of wind forcing.
Spectral es t ima tes were compute d for the sea level (Figure
3 ), barometric pr essure a nd wind st ress components (Figure
4 ) for th e ent ire three-year obse rvation period . To calcula te
t he power spect ra l den sities; 11 consecutive se gme nts (50'7<overlapping) of eac h data se t, of 1024 points eac h , were tak en .
Tr end a nd mean were rem oved from ea ch seg me nt a nd Hamming window was ap plied. Th e tapered seg me nts were th en
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Figure 2. Daily averages (Godin's lowpass filter) of the adjusted sea level variations and the NS and WE components of the wind stress at (a)
Fenerbahce/Goztepe and (b) ErdeklBandirma between 1992 and 1994.

subjected to fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis (JENKINS
et ai., 1968) to calculate the power spectra, utilizing the Seaspect Software (LASCARATOS et ai., 1990). The power spectra
were then normalized for direct comparison purposes and
plotted against frequency [cycles per day]. All of the power
spectra in this study were computed with a frequency resolution of 0.005859 cpd. For 95% confidence, minimum and
maximum error bounds of the power spectrum, for 22 degrees
of freedom, are (0.598 and 2.003).
Using cross spectral estimates obtained from the FFT analysis, coherence squared was computed between the sea level
records and the wind stress components for Fenerbahce and
Erdek (three years record) and also for the straits (short data
sets). For short data sets, the hourly input data for each station (6 Jan-23 March 1993 for Anadolukavak and Fenerbahce and 14 July-31 December 1994 for Erdek and Bozcaada)
were mean and trend removed, processed by Hamming window and then band-pass filtered for subtidal band (0-0.8 cpd).
The 95% confidence intervals for consistency with zero coherence are 0.059 and 0.393 for long and short data sets,
respectively. Consequently only values of coherence greater
than these values can be thought of as significantly different
from zero with a probability of 95%.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Low Frequency Sea Level Variations
The energy spectra of the adjusted subtidal sea level are
almost red (Figure 3). There are distinct peaks greater than
10 days and also between 3.5 and 8.1 days. Surface atmo-

Figure 3. The normalised power spectra of the adjusted sea level variations at Fenerbahce and Erdek. Spectrum normalisation factors are
0.3502E + 7 and 0.2781E + 7, respectively (d.o.f. 22).
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Figure 4. The normalised power spectra of the barometric pressure and
the wind stress components (north-south and east-west) at (a) Goztepe
and (b) Bandirma. Spectrum normalisation factors are 0.1341E + 7 and
0.1114E + 7 for barometric pressures, 0.1093E + 10 and 0.1089E + 11
for NS components and 0.3094E + 9 and 0.2039E + 9 for EW components, respectively.
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spheric data (from land stations only) indicated a similar,
large-scale feature; the dominant periods were 43, 24, 12-13,
8.1, 6, 4.3 and 3.5 days (Figure 4a, b).
Sea level variability in the SOM in winter months is about
2.9 times larger than that in summer. For barometric pressure, it is about 3.1 times. For summer, sea level variations
are 4.1 and 3.3 times larger than that of barometric pressure
for FEN and ERD respectively; 3.9 and 3.0 for winter. This
means barometric pressure is not the only mechanism generating low frequency (greater than 2 days) sea level variations. The residual variance in sea level can be due to wind
influence and other factors such as low frequency steric effects.

Sea-Level Interactions in the Subtidal Band
The adjusted subtidal sea levels for FEN and ERD are coherent for all subtidal frequencies, but marked especially at
21, 4.7, 3.3 and 2.4 days. The coherence squared is as high
as 0.6 for all time scales greater than 3 days and also high
(about 0.5) for shorter time scales (Figure 5a). Around 10
days periodicities the coherence become smaller. There is no
significant phase difference from zero in the high-coherence
bands. In other words, the sea level fluctuations between Fenerbahce and Erdek are simple oscillations in these bands.
The hourly subtidal input data sets (with lengths 77 and
171 days for Strait of Istanbul and for Strait of Canakkale,
respectively) were used to investigate the cross coherency between the subtidal variations between the SOM and neighboring seas (Black Sea and Aegean). The results were given
in Figure 5b, c. There is no cross coherency greater than 2.5
days between SOM and Black Sea. On the other hand, there
are some coherent fluctuations with periodicities of 2.8, 3.9,
6.1-8.5 and 14 days between SOM and the Aegean Sea. The
long-period subtidal fluctuations are simple oscillations, but
SaM waters follows the Aegean waters by a time lag (between 7 and 10 hours) for periods shorter than 3 days.

Wind Forcing
During the winter, continuous passage of cyclonic systems
affects the region for periods between 3 to 12 days. They follow three main tracks; eastward over the Aegean towards the
eastern Mediterranean, from Balkans towards the Black Sea,
and from the Aegean Sea towards the Black Sea. During the
summer, northerly winds from the Black Sea affect the region
(OZSOY, 1981).
The coastal wind fluctuations were mainly in the SW-NE
direction over Fenerbahce and Erdek. In contrast, the NW-SE
component of the wind has a minor effect on the total wind
fluctuation in the SaM. The average wind speeds at Goztepe
and Bandirma meteorological stations were calculated as 2.1
and 2.6 m/s, respectively, for 1992-1994 period. The wind direction is mainly from the NE for both stations. The dominant wind direction for Goztepe is from NE with a percentage
of 32.6 and 61. 7%) of them having a wind speed varying between 2-5 m/s, with an average of 3.2 m/s. The dominant
wind direction for Bandirma, on the other hand, is from NE
with a percentage of 55.6 and 36.1%) of them having a wind
speed varying between 5-8 m/s, and an average of 5.3 m/s.

The total energy of the wind stress at Bandirma is almost 7
times greater than that of Goztepe.
The data were consistent with the fact that the cyclones
affect Erdek during their early stage, and the Fenerbahce
when they develop. Consequently, wind over the western
SOM was not coherent with the wind further east, despite
both being dominated by cyclones. Wind stress spectra for
Goztepe and Bandirma were given in Figure 4. They have
distinct peaks with periods longer than one week such as 8.1,
12, 24 and 43 days, which may be correlated with the sea
level spectrum. The energy spectra of the wind stress components have also distinct peaks between 3 and 6 days (especially at 3.5, 4.3 and 5.9 days). The east-west wind stress
shows the additional effect of the diurnal sea breeze.
The cross coherency functions between adjusted subtidal
sea level and wind stress components were computed (not
given here individually) as a function of the wind direction.
Coherence squared of adjusted sea level against NS wind
stress component is above the 950/0 confidence interval (>
0.122) for time scales of 2-5 days for Erdek (with distinct
peaks at 2.3, 2.9, 3.5 and 4.3 days) and greater than 3 days
(with distinct peaks at 3.7, 7.7, 10.7 and 83 days) for Fenerbahce. On the other hand, coherence squared of adjusted sea
level against EW wind stress component is above the 95lk
confidence interval for time scales of 2.5-6.7 days (with two
distinct peaks at 3.2 and 4.3 days) for Erdek and about 2.928.2 (with a distinct peak at 7.7 days) days for Fenerbahce.
To examine the relations between wind and adjusted subtidal sea level, its cross power spectral density was computed
and the coherence squared as function of the frequency and
wind direction is shown in Figure 6. Sea levels were highly
coherent with NE-SW wind (i.e., wind direction 45 in Figure
6). For time scales 2.2 and 4.5 days, the sea level in Erdek
was highly coherent with easterly winds (060-090°). In other
words, water was driven out by easterly winds, and an inflow
was induced by winds blowing eastward. On the other hand,
the sea level in Fenerbahce was highly coherent with northeasterly winds (020-060°) for time scales between 4.5 and 20
days; water was driven out by northerly winds, and an inflow
was induced by southerly winds.
The phase difference between adjusted subtidal sea level
and NS component of the wind stress for Fenerbahce and
Erdek have nearly linear trends against frequency (Figure
7). This implies time lags (adjustment time) of about 2.3 and
5.7 hr, for the dominant sea level fluctuations occurred between the 8.1 and 3.5 day time scales (Figure 3), which corresponds to the observed peaks of NS wind stress at Fenerbahce and Erdek (Figure 4). The latter is responsible for 5.7
hr time lag between two stations.

CONCLUSIONS
Sea level, barometric pressure and winds show a high spatial correlation over the SaM. The subtidal sea level variations are coherent all over the SOM and partly between the
SaM and the Aegean Sea. But it is not coherent between
Black Sea and SaM for periods longer than 2.5 days.
The correspondance between the spectra of the winds and
adjusted sea level suggests that the subtidal sea level flue-
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Figure 5. Th e cross coherency (squa red) an d ph a se betw een four hourl y adj ust ed subt ida l va riatio ns a t Fe ne rba hce a nd Erdek (a), lowpa ss filtered (00.8 cpd : hourl y va ria tion s a t the two ends of SOl (b), a nd SOC (c). The 95% sign ifica nce levels are marked .

tuat.ions a re gene rally driven by t.he wind in t.he SOM. Coas tal sea level re sponse t.o wind forcin g in t.he SOM shows va riat.ions de pending on t.heir ti me scales a nd also on the wind
direction .
For tim e scales sh orter t.h an 5 days, sea levels were dr iven
by th e local wind. Coherence squa red of I.h e adj us te d sea level

against NS wind st res s compon ent is import.ant. for tim e
scales of 2-5 day s for Erdek and gr eater than 3 day s for Fenerbahce. Agai nst EW wind stress component, it is significa nt for time scales of 2.2-4.5 days for Erdek and about 3
and 4 day s for Fe nerbahce. In other word s, the sea level in
Erdek was highly coherent wit h easterly wind s for tim e
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Figure 7. The phase differences between NS wind stress and sea level
at Fenerb ah ce and Erdek. Solid lines corr esponds to 4-2 hr tim e lags for
dominant periods of subtidal sea level fluctu ation s between 5-10 days.

scales between 2.2-4 .5 days, and it was highly coherent with
northeastrly winds for time scal es between 3-5 days for Fe nerbahce .
For longer time scales greater than 15 days, however , the
non loca l contribution was important as evidenced by t he lack
of local wind coherence and the northeastward phase propagation of sea level s from Erdek and Fenerbahce. Between 5
and 15 day s in whic h most of the cyclone forcing occured , th e
response of the local and non local forces was coupled , and
mainly driven by N-S winds. The NS wind set ups a large
surface slope between the northern and southern parts.
The phase difference between se a level and NS wind for
northern and southern parts of the SOM h ave nearly linear
trend s agains t frequency, imp lying constant time lag s of
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